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Welcome to Issue 
4 of the Olivia May 
Newspaper, ‘The 
Art Edit’! This issue 
is in tribute to our 
designers, who this 
season are 
celebrating 
craftsmanship and 
artistry as an 

antidote to the monotony of fast fashion.  

 The key trends this season all tell a story 
of creativity and workmanship; look out for 
daring uses of colour, luxurious fabrics, 
classic country prints and bold 
accessories. Enjoy our ‘Art in Fashion’ 
photoshoot in the Lady Lever Art Gallery, 
whose world-class collection of 
eighteenth-century sculpture and 
pre-Raphaelite painting forms an 
inspiring backdrop to the modern art of 
fashion design. Also, see how fashion 
draws on the beauty of nature this season 
in our ‘Natural Heritage’ and ‘The 
Glasshouse’ photoshoots. An interview 
with the creative minds behind designer 
Mama B shows how a love of nature can 
go even further, as they reveal their 
commitment to sustainability and 
environmental designs.  
 
 This issue, you can also read about our 
recent events including an evening with 
Olivia May with competition winner Carol 
Bolton (in collaboration with Didsbury Life) 
and our ‘Let’s Brunch’ morning at the 
Opera Grill, Chester. Don’t forget to check 
out the ‘What’s to Come?’ pages for 
important calendar events and exclusive 
offers! 

Love OM Team x
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WHAT’S
This season we welcome four new designers, hand selected from 
across the world to add something special to your autumn/winter 
wardrobe. 

NEW TO

Chie Mihara

Named after its founder and creative 
director, Chie Mihara is known for bold 
and stylish shoes that do not compromise 
on comfort or quality. Chie herself oversees 
each shoe’s production by expert craftsmen 
in Elda, Spain where the brand is based. 
Her designs give retro classics an update 
through bright colours and eye-catching 
details, perfect for bringing a bland outfit 
to life. This season look out for flashes 
of burgundy on Chie Mihara’s signature 
block heels, the ideal accompaniment to 
an autumnal ensemble. You’ll love the fun 
playfulness of this brand!

ICANDI Rocks

Founded in 2004, ICANDI Rocks was 
born from designer Claire Howton’s desire 
to combine the dual influences of her 
British and Barbadian heritage in delicate 
jewellery with a bohemian soul. Howton 
uses precious metals, semi precious stones, 
crystals and fresh water pearls to create 
designs that sparkle with the natural beauty 
of ICANDI’s island home. Try layering 
multiple necklaces or bracelets for a dreamy 
feminine look. The luxury packaging also 
makes ICANDI’s jewellery a perfect gift 
this season.

NU

Founded in 2002, NU has risen to 
international fame through its daring 
designs and innovative use of fabric. NU’s 
commitment to ‘dressing souls not bodies’ 
results in unisex garments whose 
timelessness flies in the face of fast 
fashion’s fleeting trends. This season NU 
maintains its position at the cutting-edge 
through monochrome garments that play 
with texture and volume to create striking 
silhouettes. Lovers of Rundholz and Xenia 
Design may have just found a new 
favourite.

Marble & Co.

Founded in Istanbul in 2012, Marble & 
Co draws inspiration from its namesake 
for fluid tailoring and spectacular prints. 
The brand continues Turkey’s rich history 
of craftsmanship and textile innovation in 
its sleek and modern designs. We love their 
crisp shirts finished with a marble motif 
that are perfect for adding a graphic touch 
to any outfit, day or night. 

Shop the full ranges online at www.oliviamay.org, 
Cheshire Showroom or Oxford Boutique.
Model top wears: Marble & Co. shirt with sheer sleeves in kuuya 13301 £165, 
ICANDI Rocks long pyrite with 3 pearls on cluster necklace in olive green 12974 
£125

Model middle left wears: Marble & Co. cropped tailored shirt in yuya / minted 
13320 £147, peg trousers in yuga black 13302 £129

Model middle right wears: NU bat winged high neck top in black 13470 £220, 
drop crotch trousers in black 13476 £249

Model bottom wears: Marble & Co. cuffed wide leg trousers in haruna mustard 
13304 £139, Chie Mihara slip on heeled shoes in goya / negro / granate 12734 
£217

PHOTOGRAPHY: ROBERT TRENGOVE
MODEL: SAOIRSE CURRAN
ART DIRECTION / STYLING: GEORGINA BAILEY
LOCATION: CHESHIRE
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UNDERSTATED LUXURY
This Autumn/Winter season, our brands return to their roots in timeless classics that show craftmanship at its finest. An understated 

luxury is found across all four of our style segments, as fine tailoring and fabrics such as silk, velvet and cashmere all make an 
appearance. With a palette borrowed from the changing colours of Autumn leaves to accompany these natural fabrics, this season 

also sees the arrival of nature as a key inspiration. Get ready to brave the wind and the rain in style!

For a modern ‘city look,’ choose from our Tailored Cut collection. Perfect 
for everyday wear, the ranges also offer plenty of choice to those who want to 
make the occasional sartorial statement. 

These designers are all about clean lines and classic cuts, which create a 
sophisticated urban silhouette. The key to such effortless cool is layering - try 
wearing a tunic dress over a pair of cigarette-leg trousers and a crisp white 
blouse for a chic update to your usual workwear.
 
This season Anett Röstel takes inspiration from Weimar Berlin to create 
designs that play with gender and glamour. Masculine tailoring is paired with 
pleated skirts in metallic shades of silver and gold drawn straight from the 
cabaret.  
 
For Autumn/Winter 2019, Malloni takes the catwalk’s obsession with 
sportswear and gives it an Italian twist. Smart suiting finished in silk and 
wool are paired with technical sports fabrics for a contemporary look that 
remains respectful of expert craftsmanship.

TAILORED CUT

Designers such as luxury casual Niù and casual Elemente 
Clemente take us back to the 1950s and 1960s, a bygone era of 
hand-made couture and timeless style. Niù uses a retro dogtooth 
pattern on high neck blouses and skirts which, when paired with a 
Jackie-O style blazer, evoke Mad Men’s secretarial chic.
 
Elemente Clemente takes the retro look out from the office into 
the countryside through a range of Prince of Wales check pieces
that are perfect for an autumnal stroll. Also, look out for cosy 
roll-neck jumpers and plaid shirts, ideal additions to your 
weekend wardrobe. 

LUXURY CASUAL & CASUAL

12808
£167

13430
£169

12839
£167

12812
£167

13428
£244

13161
£592

13185
£247

13170
£254

12600
£350

13165
£247

12603
£439
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ROMANTIC
Encapsulating all the excitement and mystery of love, our 
Romantic collection is ethereal and bohemian in its 
sensibilities. Several designers, including Out of Xile and 
Jayko, have focused on enchanting fabrics, such as soft 
velvet, embroidery, lace and tulle. In addition to floral 
prints, key colours include deep maroon and antique 
blacks, as well as softer mints, pinks and creams.

Every woman needs a bit of romance in her wardrobe! 
These gorgeous fabrics and silhouettes are sensual and 
flirtatious – capturing the theatre and drama of the party 
season. This collection is for you if you want to embrace 
your femininity. 

This season, Ewa I Walla has drawn inspiration from the 
desolate beauty of the moorlands and the lost women who 
wander there. Net skirts and lace blouses are paired with 
chunky knits and boiled wool for a country feel. Striped 
cotton shirts and floral print dresses complete the rustic 
romance. Traditional fabrics also feature in Les Ours, 
where velvet pieces appear in soft shades of rose and olive. 
The addition of ruffles and lace lend the garments a 
homespun look, in-keeping with the brand’s Provencal 
origins.

Synonymous with a daring experimentalism, Avant-Garde is our most radical fashion collection – bringing 
forth innovative designs that have real edge. Perfect for those who want to challenge the constraints of 
conventional fashion, this collection inspires bold dressing and an even bolder attitude. It’s easy to wear but 
ultra-stylish: courageous, chic and contemporary. 

It’s back to black this season for our Avant-Garde designers. This limited colour palette allows Studio 
Rundholz to experiment with structure and texture to maximum effect. Layered cashmere and nets lend a 
luxe softness to military-style tailoring, while Dip’s deep red Karmin dye adds a shock of autumnal colour. 
For a more casual outfit, opt instead for the soft jersey tops and drop-crotch trousers of Rundholz Black 
Label.
 
Bright red, purple and blue also appear in Moyuru’s Autumn/Winter collection, adding a graphic pop to 
monochrome favourites. Look out for this season’s prints, inspired by the brushstrokes of master calligraphers.

AVANT-GARDE

12888
£23513047

£269

12877
£167 12886

£251 13060
£314

14278
£317

14097
£191

13879
£391

13996
£135

14443
£361
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ART IN FASHION
at the Lady Lever Art Gallery

     

PHOTOGRAPHY: ROBERT TRENGOVE
MODEL: SAOIRSE CURRAN
ART DIRECTION / STYLING: ANN WHORRALL / GEORGINA BAILEY
LOCATION: LADY LEVER ART GALLERY, WIRRAL

L ooking for some artistic inspiration? Let us 
take you on a trip to the Lady Lever Gallery.

           Their world-renowned collection of 
sculpture and painting will make you eager to bring 
some creativity to your own life via the art of 
dressing up. The avant-garde styles of designers 
Anett Röstel, Xenia Design and Studio Rundholz are 
perfect for doing just that – make sure to wear them 
on your next gallery visit! All garments depicted 
here are available to purchase in-store or online at 
www.oliviamay.org. 

Model wears: Anett Rostel crinkled 
pouf dress in green 12615 £772, Xenia 
Design mesh top in black 14558 £90, 
Kennel & Schmenger suede boot style 
heels in schwarz Y0T3AMH1X6 £112

Model wears: Xenia Design roll neck top 
in black 14550 £134, metallic jacket 
in black / silver 14555 £358, Rundholz 
Black Label pleated drop crotch culottes 
in black 14322 £226, Lofina chunky 
leather ankle boots in gasoline nero 
13110 £277
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The Lady Lever Art Gallery in Port Sunlight was founded 
by industrialist and philanthropist William Hesketh Lever 
in 1922 out of a desire to share his art with the public 
following the death of his beloved wife Elizabeth in 1913. 
The majority of objects still on display were part of his 
original collection. The gallery holds the world’s 
leading collections of Wedgwood jasperware and 
pre-Raphaelite art, with important works by Millais, 
Madox Brown, Holman Hunt and Gabriel Rossetti.  
 
Built in the Beaux-Arts style, the Lady Lever Art Gallery’s 
architecture is also one of its main attractions, as 
neoclassical columns and high glass ceilings create a space 
that is light and airy. The fluting on these neoclassical 
columns creates direct visual parallels with the designs of 
Anett Röstel, who uses pleats to create dynamic garments 
with strong structural elements. Anett herself 
acknowledges the influence of art and architecture on her 
designs, with references as diverse as Victorian dressing 
and Dadaism.   
 
An experimental use of fabric is also important to Xenia 
Designs. Their eye for texture and form is showcased in 
the beautiful metallic tweed jacket (14555) featured here. 
Such attentiveness to fabric draws on a long history of 
textile innovation, which is shown in the Lady Lever Art 
Gallery exhibits. Their large collection of eighteenth-
century portraits show the revolutions in textile design 
made possible with the increased trade in luxury fabrics 
like silk and cotton. The society ladies lining the gallery 
walls in their taffeta dresses, a fabric originating in Persia 
but popularised in France in the eighteenth century, echo 
the taffeta high-neck tops of Xenia; a modern take on 
fashion history. 
 
All the avant-garde designers featured here offer a 
seemingly different and profoundly contemporary 
image of beauty to that depicted by the eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century artists on display in the Lady Lever 
Gallery. Yet, this revision is in fact in keeping with the 
pre-Raphaelite painters held by the gallery, whose vision 
of a radically natural beauty pushed at the constraints of 

Victorian polite society. Their uncorseted figures were to 
Victorian society what the experimental and structural 
designs of Anett Röstel, Xenia Design and Rundholz are 
today’s monotonous fashion market. The intertwined 
history of fine art and fashion design shown throughout 
the Lady Lever Art Gallery reveals the exciting importance 
of creativity to all our lives. As William Hesketh Lever 
himself said, ‘Art can be to everyone an inspiration.’ 

 Looking for more places to get your cultural fix? 
Here are some of our top picks to look out for over 
the next few months… 
 
Otobong Nkanga, From Where I Stand at Tate St Ives, 
on now until 5 January 2020. 
From Where I Stand is the first UK show of Otobong 
Nkanga, whose varied practice includes tapestry, 
drawing, photography, installation, video and 
performance. Through large scale paintings and sculpture, 
the exhibition explores the politics and history of land 
ownership and its relationship to the body.   
 
Pre-Raphaelite Sisters at the National Portrait 
Gallery, from 17 October 2019 to 26 January 2020. 
If the Lady Lever Gallery has sparked a love for the 
pre-Raphaelites, be sure to check out this important 
exhibition which tells the stories of twelve women who 
were the forgotten artists and muses behind this art 
movement. 
 
Mary Quant, at V&A South Kensington, on now until 
16 February 2020.  
For some more fashion history, make sure to catch the 
much-anticipated exhibition on fashion revolutionary 
Mary Quant. If you miss it in London, don’t worry, the 
show is set to travel to V&A Dundee for 4 April 2020.

Stay tuned on our social pages for upcoming shoots from 
Cheshire. You can check out editional shoots online at 
www.oliviamay.org

Model wears: Xenia Design asymmetric 
top in black 14557 £192, sheer poncho 
in black 14545 £248, leggings in black 
14591 £168, Rundholz Mainline 
patent flatform shoes in reflex 13812 
£457

Model wears: Anett Rostel crinkled 
zipped up jacket in red 12598 £303, 
layered jacket in black 12592 £646, 
wide leg culottes in black 12601 £277

Model wears: Xenia Design roll neck top 
in black 14550 £134, Rundholz Black 
Label tulle skirt in black 14039 £226, 
Lofina chunky leather ankle boots in 
gasoline nero 13110 £277
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extremely or incredibly important to them. 
However, sustainable initiatives such as the UN 
Charter are likely to be cancelled out by the rate at 
which the global fashion economy is expanding. Our 
shopping habits therefore need to change: we need 
to buy less, buy better, and care for our clothes.

 When it comes to prioritising sustainability, small 
independent labels appear to be leading the way. 
At Olivia May, we are proud to feature brands who 
make a genuine commitment to reducing fashion’s 
environmental impact. One such brand is Mama B, 
founded in Northern Italy in 2008 by designer Sara 
Lingua and Ezio, her husband. 
 
 As our OM Newspaper went to print, we caught up 
with Hannah Jordan, Sales Director at MDA 
International (Mama B) to discuss the brand’s 
sourcing processes, environmental responsibilities 
and future plans for driving sustainability in fashion. 
“The label is committed to 100% of the production 
process, from fabrics to garments, taking place in 
Italy,” Hannah stated referring to the Italian roots of 
the label. From the beginning, Mama B has 
championed localised production. The upcoming 
season features a stunning mustard yellow inspired 
by the rich ochre of the Italian earth. 

 As a small label, Mama B is able to avoid many of 
the problems facing the current fashion industry. As 
we move on to discuss the disposal of old stock and 
materials Hannah shared, “With clothes made to 
order, there is little leftover stock, and any garments 
that do remain are disposed of responsibly through 
sample sales.” We agreed this also opens huge 
opportunity for its consumers towards more 
considered purchases at the end of a season. 

 Mama B champions the use of sustainable natural 
fibres, including hemp, renowned as the 
environmentally responsible alternative to cotton 
because of the relatively small volume of water used 
in cultivation. As the climate crisis continues it’s 
refreshing to learn that the Italian label have 
significantly reduced their future environmental 
impact. “For Spring/Summer 20, we feature fabrics 
in the collection sourced from leftover fibres from 
the textile industry – this is something we are really 
proud of,” Hannah informed us. 
 
 At Olivia May, we believe in fashion with a 
conscience. As a small business built on genuine 
passion, we are able to build relationships with the 
designers we stock, such as Mama B, and can pass on 
knowledge of sustainable options to customers in a 
way that fast fashion chains simply cannot. Hannah 
further explaind how independent retailers assist in 
encouraging better buying choices that support 
sustainability, “Small designers are closer to the 
production process, which encourages a more
 ethical, sustainable and transparent approach. We’ve 
added labels into knitwear for Autumn/Winter 20 
to inform customers of the sustainability of the yarn 
used and even used a local artist within the design 
stages. Through one-to-one discussions and styling, 
boutiques have the perfect setting to share these 
aspects with its customers in great detail.”
 
 We too are keen to help consumers make informed 
and ethical shopping decisions whilst shopping with 
us. Highlights for Autumn/Winter 19 include Mama 
B’s beautiful signature fleece fabrics, alongside 
statement check separates which offer a luxurious 
take on sustainable fashion. We are proud to 
showcase brands that combine forward-thinking 
design with future-oriented production.

It’s common knowledge that the fashion industry 
has a problem with sustainability. Global textile

production emits 1.2 billion tonnes of greenhouse 
gases per year, more than international flights and 
maritime shipping combined. Even natural fibres 
can have an impact on the environment. Cotton is 
one of the most water-hungry fabrics to produce, 
with 20,000 litres of water needed to produce just 
one cotton t-shirt and jeans. And that’s not even 
mentioning the toxic dyes that pour into the 
water supply, harming sea life, plants and people. 
The problems of mass production plague both fast 
fashion and designer brands, with Burberry 
admitting to burning twenty-eight million pounds 
of luxury goods rather than reselling them at a 
discounted price. With the UK government 
recognising the extent of environmental damage 
by declaring a national climate emergency in May 
this year, it is vital that brands and shoppers work 
together to find more sustainable alternatives. 

 There are however, emering solutions. In December 
2018 the UN launched the Sustainable  Fashion 
Industry Charter for Climate: signatories included 
Burberry, Gap, Levi’s and H&M. All pledged to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by thirty per cent 
by 2030. The Swedish Fashion Council announced 
earlier this year that they would be cancelling 
Stockholm Fashion Week, due to be held in 
August, in favour of more sustainable options than 
the constant cycle of production and exhibition that 
has troubled the fashion industry in recent decades. 
Consumers themselves are also increasingly 
prioritising the environment: according to the Pulse 
of the Fashion Industry 2019 Update, seventy-five 
per cent of shoppers indicated that sustainability was 

MAMA B AND 
SUSTAINABILITY

OM MEETS:

With thanks to Hannah Jordan, Sales Director, MDA International

You can shop Mama B’s collections in-store or online at 
www.oliviamay.org
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STATEMENT ACCESSORIES FOR AW19
Perfect for adding that final finesse, this season is all about the outfit-saving statement accessories needed in every wardrobe. 

From bold ankle boots to big jewellery, we show you some of our top picks that celebrate the true art that is dressing up. 

Shop all featured pieces both in-store and online at www.oliviamay.org. 

As winter approaches, it’s time to ditch the sandals in favour of 
a comfortable yet stylish pair of ankle boots. This season sees the 
return of autumnal shades of red and silver which are perfect 
for injecting a pop of colour into an otherwise monochromatic 
ensemble. Opt for a chunky soled boot to add edge to a casual 
outfit. For the evening, slide into Italian elegance in a patent 
scarlet pair. Wear with a cropped trouser-suit and a red lip to 
channel your inner femme fatale.   

More comfortable than a stiletto and more refined that a wedge, the 
block heel combines practicality and style to create a contemporary 
silhouette ideal for modern dressing. This season look out for playful 
combinations of textures and shapes which add drama to an already 
glamorous shoe. For their version, Malloni have transformed the heel 
into a canvas for graphic lines which, along with the elasticated top, 
give a sporty feel to balance the chic square-toed shape. Chie Mihara 
have also experimented with different colours, adding rust inserts and a 
brown heel for a sophisticated take on a classic design. 

This season, the bigger the jewel, the better the necklace. 
Beatrice Jewellery’s handmade necklaces celebrate the communion of 
nature and craft through bold pendants and polished stones which 
are the perfect addition to your autumn wardrobe. Samuel Coraux 
also channels natural beauty in his pieces, which give Murano glass a 
contemporary twist through bright reds and clean shapes. 

ANKLE BOOTS

BLOCK HEELS

GIANT JEWELS

Belt bags, bum bags, or even across body bags. Seen on the 
catwalks and all over instagram, these bags have sparked their 
own mini fashion movement. Less a hangover from the 1980s 
and more an athletic style statement, the new guard of belt bags 
(as we’re calling them) come with instantly transformative 
powers. They’ll bring a polished finish to an outfit, especially 
when wrapped tight around an oversized blazer, or add chic to a 
street style look.

MINI TREND: SPORTS LUXE

10019
£128.40

13186
£286

12734
£217

VSGFU2XILY
£225

GGA898925R
£223

K21FWFYB1I
£190

DFGVIMVWLA
£41

13192
£385

13191
£204

13483
£285

13106
£279

13189
£33312735

£226
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NATURAL HERITAGE
See how best to brave this autumn season in bold designs and 
brilliant fabrics. Set in a disused slate mine, this shoot draws 
inspiration from the harsh beauty of nature to present our 
favourite looks from the new Autumn/Winter collections.

IN COLLABORATION WITH: LOUISE MILLENARY
PHOTOGRAPHY: ROBERT TRENGOVE, AURELIJA KARALIUNAITE
MODELS: LYDIA IDDON, KELLY MASON
ART DIRECTION / STYLING: GEORGINA BAILEY
LOCATION: DINORWIC QUARRY, LLANBERIS

Left model wears: Rundholz Black Label knitted smock 
dress in dark olive print 14330 £400, leggings in dark 
olive 14107 £100, Lofina chunky leather ankle boots in 
gasoline nero 13110 £277
Right model wears: Jayko smock shirt in black 12988 
£214, duster coat in moss green / black 12994 £310, 
Mama B leggings in nero 13293 £78, Lofina platform 
knee high textured boots in gasoline cavallino / nero 
WQKZBSA8FH39 £363

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label fine knit 
printed jumper dress in original 14355 £239, 
fine knit printed scarf in original 14356 £139, 
Rundholz Mainline straight leg trousers in black 
13728 £248, Lofina chunky leather ankle boots 
in gasoline nero 13110 £277

Model wears: Ewa I Walla peplum vest in 
bordeaux 12869 £167, printed layered skirt in 
original 12874 £297, Lofina leather knee high 
boots in gasoline nero / gasoline bottle 13111 £369

Left model wears: Malloni contrast top in orpimento 
black 13164 £272, Les Filles D’ailleurs jacquard wide 
leg culottes in black 13036 £188, Kennel & Schmenger 
suede boot style heels in schwarz Y0T3AMH1X6 £112
Right model wears: NU roll neck top in black 13468 
£125, Rundholz Mainline straight leg trousers in black 
13728 £248, Lofina chunky leather ankle boots in 
gasoline nero 13110 £277
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Model wears: Beatrice B printed shirt in black 12625 
£263, printed wide leg trousers in black 12624 £273, 
Jayko fitted riding jacket in unique 12977 £355, Kennel 
& Schmenger suede boot style heels in schwarz 
Y0T3AMH1X6 £112, Headpiece by Louise Millenary

Model wears: Ewa I Walla peplum vest in 
bordeaux 12869 £167, printed layered skirt in 
original 12874 £297, Lofina leather knee high 
boots in gasoline nero / gasoline bottle 13111 £369

Model wears: Jayko shirt in white clay 12979 
£181, cropped jumper in black 13001 £256, 
fitted riding jacket in unique 129894 £256, 
drop crotch straight leg trousers in moss green 
/ black 12999 £221, Lofina chunky leather 
ankle boots in gasoline nero 13110 £277

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label tulle 
jacket in dark blue print 14291 £239, puffer 
coat in dark blue 14352 £348, bubble skirt 
in dark blue 14125 £248, Lofina chunky 
leather ankle boots in gasoline nero 13110 
£277



 The evening was a successful 
wardrobe reboot according to Carol, 
who praised Veneta for pushing her 
outside of her comfort zone. 

 Carol loved the Moyuru drop-crotch 
trousers, even though they were the 
furthest from her own personal style. 
This is why we are so proud of our 
styling service at Olivia May. We know 
how important clothes are to building 

confidence, but we also know that all 
of us need a little push from time to 
time to experiment and be brave: the 
results are worth it! 
 
 Here at Olivia May, we are deeply 
passionate about empowering women 
to be daring in the clothes they wear. 
We believe that women of all ages 
should dress boldly and have fun with 
fashion. This Autumn, we are 

launching private styling events in our 
Cheshire showroom to help women 
do just that. Book the whole 
showroom for an evening and be 
inspired by our expert stylists. Treat 
yourself to a one-on-one consultation 
or invite your friends for a group 
styling experience – complete with 
bubbly and nibbles for a truly 
indulgent evening! 
 

 To book Olivia May’s Cheshire showroom 
for a private styling evening, please email 
katie@oliviamay.org or call 01829 751600.

Jennie from Love that Look is available to 
book in the Cheshire area: please call 07980 
212841.  
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In collaboration with Didsbury Life magazine 

fashion that inspired her to enter the competition: although the fifty-nine-year-
old mother of two enjoys a successful career as a fashion model, she felt in a rut 
regarding her personal style.  

 Our Head Stylist, Veneta Markova, rose to the challenge, styling Carol in five
outfits that ranged from classic to fashion-forward. From Malloni’s sporty and 
striking orange knit, to Beatrice B’s printed dress and Xenia Design’s jacquard suit 
this was truly a chance to play with multiple styles. Carol was also treated to a 
complete makeover courtesy of makeup artist Jennie from Love that Look. With 
over nineteen years of experience, Jennifer’s soft and natural signature style is 
suitable for all occasions. 

A consummate professional, Carol modelled the outfits beautifully. This won’t be 
the only time you see her dressed by Olivia May: Carol enjoyed the evening so 
much she is keen to model for us in the future! 

CAROL HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE 
YOUR USUAL PERSONAL STYLE?
I would say my style is classic consisting 
mainly of blue jeans and white shirts, with 
variations of fitted trousers and shirts. So I 
wanted to try some looks that may not be in 
my comfort zone!

WHAT HAVE YOU ENJOYED MOST 
ABOUT THE STYLE EVENING?
I loved every minute, I was far more 
adventurous than I would normally be and 
Veneta really knew what would suit me. My 
hair, make up and the stunning choices of 
clothes made me realise how we can all enjoy 
and embrace change. The team were great, I 
really had a wonderful time, and I cannot 
thank them enough!

WHAT WAS YOUR FAVOURITE 
OUTFIT?
All of the outfits I tried on were lovely, but on 
the night my favourite was the Malloni orange 
sweater with those fantastic shoes. But when 
I got home and thought about the evening, 
I changed my mind. I realised how much I 
really loved the outfit which was least like 
my usual style, the Nu black shimmery top 
with drop crotch trousers. Oh wow, that is a 

striking outfit and I was so surprised just what 
a difference a chunky necklace can make; 
Veneta certainly has a great eye for style.

Read more in Didsbury Life Magazine issue: 
October/November 

We were delighted to host a lucky winner for a styling evening in 
collaboration with Didsbury Life magazine. It was Carol Bolton’s love of

AN EVENING WITH 
OLIVIA MAY
PHOTOGRAPHY: ROBERT TRENGOVE
MODEL: CAROL BOLTON 
ART DIRECTION / STYLING: VENETA MARKOVA
LOCATION: CHESHIRE SHOWROOM

Q&A / POLAROID MOMENTS



SHOP THE PIECES XENIA DESIGN

“A matching two-piece could be just the 
touch of finesse your winter wardrobe is 
lacking - pair with a simple cami top.” 

13

NU

“Architecture for the body; precision
engineered pieces with cleverly 

constructed folds, graphic silhouettes 
and a road-map of raised stitching. Make 
them the building blocks of your wardrobe 

for the remainder of the season.”

BEATRICE B

“Step into your evening occasions 
with this shirtwaister dress - pair 

with heels and delicate accessories.”

13471
£145

12637
£372

12621
£129

14575
£329

13171
£324

13397
£263

“I was far more adventurous than I would nor-
mally be and Veneta really knew what would 
suit me. My hair, make up and the stunning 
choices of clothes made me realise how we can 
all enjoy and embrace change.”

TOP THREE

LOOKS
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Model wears: Malloni striped shirt in diopside 
multicolor 13152 £230, sleeveless chunky 
jumper in grafite grey 13170 £254, Crea 
Concept knitted slouch jumper in red 12777 
£187, leather belt in black 10189 £37,95, 
Elemente Clemente leggings in black 12834 
£86, Kennel & Schmenger heeled suede ankle 
boot with zip in schwarz LMLCHJ5FRM £106

Model wears: Crea Concept midi jumper dress 
in brown 12776 £247, cropped bat wing 
jumper in beige 12786 £146, Malloni heeled 
ankle boots in slight cuoio 10417 £138.95
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THE GLASSHOUSE
PHOTOGRAPHY: AURELIJA KARALIUNAITE
MODELS: APRIL WU
ART DIRECTION / STYLING: VENETA MARKOVA / HANNAH WESTBURY 
LOCATION: CASTLE ASHBY GARDENS, NORTHAMPTON
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Model wears: Niu casual shirt in brown 13438 
£169, Crea Concept checked midi skirt in black 
12747 £247, Chie Mihara slip on heeled shoes 
in goya / negro / granate 12734 £217

Model wears: Malloni panelled shirt in chianti 
sky 13156 £230, high waisted trousers in 
proustite tobacco 13162 £282, heeled ankle 
boots in slight cuoio 10417 £138.95, Beatrice 
Handmade Jewelry tiger eye and brass metal 
necklace in brown 12655 £129 

Model wears: Malloni fine knit jumper in pirite 
orange 13184 £204, cap sleeve jacket in 
malachite tobacco 13161 £592, tailored 
trousers in azzurrite black 13171 £324
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Model wears: Malloni panelled shirt in chianti 
sky 13156 £230, high waisted trousers in 
proustite tobacco 13162 £282, heeled ankle 
boots in slight cuoio 10417 £138.95, Beatrice 
Handmade Jewelry tiger eye and brass metal 
necklace in brown 12655 £129 

Model wears: Malloni fine knit jumper in pirite 
orange 13184 £204, cap sleeve jacket in 
malachite tobacco 13161 £592, tailored 
trousers in azzurrite black 13171 £324
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KNITWEAR 
AND GIFTING
One upside of the coming cold weather is a 
opportunity to wear your favourite knits. From the 
Niù chunky knit scarf to a Rundholz cashmere jumper, 
discover our favourite pieces to cosy up in this autumn. 
Simple yet impactful, a gorgeous scarf is the quickest way 
to give a basic outfit a new-season lift. Pair a bright scarf 
with a neutral coat to brighten up grey days. 

 A roll neck jumper is an essential in every wardrobe. 
Dress it up with a tailored blazer, or layer over a flowing 
skirt for a more feminine look. The main rule of thumb 
here is to buy quality over quantity – a beautiful natural 
yarn will last longer and look far superior to anything 
man-made.

“A lightweight knit is ideal for transitional 
dressing. Try a jumper draped and tied over 
your shoulders for a look of nonchalant cool.”

Shop new collections in store or online at
www.oliviamay.org

STYLING TIP

Model wears: Niu paisley top in gold 
13445 £127, dogtooth jacket in blue 
13419 £303, Beatrice B cigarette 
trousers in camel 12645 £176, 
Chie Mihara heeled ankle boots in galaxy 
denim 12733 £292

Model wears: A.B Barbara Garofalo 
shift dress in grass green 12518 £333, 
Niu duster coat in lobster 13418 £359, 
knitted scarf in mustard 13460 £127, 
Lofina leather knee high boots in gasoline 
nero / gasoline bottle 13111 £369

Model wears: A.B Barbara Garofalo 
shift dress in grass green 12518 £333, 
Niu duster coat in lobster 13418 £359, 
knitted scarf in mustard 13460 £127, 
Lofina leather knee high boots in gasoline 
nero / gasoline bottle 13111 £369

Model wears: Niu roll neck jumper in 
red 13455 £169, textured midi skirt in 
clay 13427 £204, Kennel & Schmenger 
pointed suede heels in rubino 
3KK8HMGOYG £94

Model wears: Beatrice B pleated shift 
dress in plum 12633 £263, Niu knitted 
scarf in mirto 13459 £127, Kennel & 
Schmenger suede boot style heels in army 
ERSHVQSDAY £112

GIFT 
VOUCHERS 

AVAILABLE FROM 
£20 - £200
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MAKE-UP & BEAUTY TRENDS 
FOR THE SEASON

From red lips to dramatic eyes, here are 
the key make-up looks to try this season.

The Autumn/Winter 2019 catwalks saw the 
return of some beauty classics, from smokey 
eyes to red lips and rosy blush, reimagined 
with a modern twist. More experimental 
looks were spotted too - think neon shades 
and glitter on the eyes and lips.

Velvety red lips were a firm favourite this 
season. They were either paired with 
polished skin and minimal make-up, or, in 
the case of Louis Vuitton, with fierce wings 
of liner that took us back to the swinging 
sixties.  

Fresh-faced beauty was the order of the day 
at Chanel, thanks in part to a rosy youthful 
blush used on the cheeks. Where flushed 
cheeks featured they were generally paired 
with soft pink lips and dewy skin for a 
natural look. At Aigner, pink rouge was 
worn high on the cheekbones and on the 
eyes for a more mature take on the natural 
beauty trend.

In contrast to this pared-back approach, 
several designers embaced more bold and 
experimental looks. The feel was retro- 
meets-futuristic, with Dior giving us 
exaggerated Twiggy liner, while loose flicks 
were seen at numerous shows including 
Moon Young Hee. At Giambattista Valli 

models’ eyes were framed with black and 
white lines before metallic silver lashes were 
attached to the lower lids.

Tom Ford put smokey eyes back on the 
map, as he sent sultry femme fatales 
strutting down the runway. Elsewhere on the 
catwalks, earthy neutrals on the eyes, cheeks 
and lips made for a soft monotone palette 
that oozed understated elegance.

Lipgloss girls rejoice. Whether thanks to 
gloss or balm, dewy lips in a variety of nude 
shades were popular amongst many 
designers. High-shine no longer means 
sticky, with today’s modern make-up 
formulas replacing gloopy glosses.

This season there’s some sparkle for every 
taste. For the minimalist, look to the pearl 
appliqué at Adeam and the simplistic 
sparkles at Dries Van Noten. If maximum 
glam is more your taste, see the luxe foiled 
lids at Halpern, or the technicolour glitter 
eyes and matching lips at Rodarte. Party 
face, sorted.

To book Olivia May’s Cheshire showroom for a 
private styling evening, please email 
katie@oliviamay.org or call 01829 751600.

Jennie from Love that Look is available to book in 
the Cheshire area: please call 07980 212841.

LOVE THAT LOOK
6 TOP TIPS AND TRICKS

1. SHINY HAIR
For smooth dry and frizzy hair using 
olive oil - rub a little bit of oil between 
your palms and smooth your hands over 
your hair.

2. GLOWING SKIN
Dip a cotton pad in a tablespoon of olive 
oil and swipe it over your face. It will 
nourish and moisturise your skin as well 
as removing unwanted makeup at the 
same time. 

3. STRETCH MARKS REMEDY
Massage olive oil over the affected areas 
at least three times a week to improve the 
elasticity of your skin.

4. SMOOTH LEGS
Smother your legs with olive oil before 
shaving - this will protect from razor 
burn and bumps with the help of its 
natural lubrication.

5. NAIL GROWTH
On top of keeping your cuticles healthy, 
olive oil can actually help the growth of 
your nails. Soak in olive oil for about 10 
minutes once a week for the best results.

6. SOFT LIPS
Combine coarse sugar with a teaspoon of 
olive oil and use as a gentle exfoliator for 
your lips. 

Whether you are a make-up fanatic or prefer going au-naturel, you should 
always make the time to take care of your skin and hair. We caught up with 
Jennie from Love that Look for some of her best natural remedies - all using 
olive oil!

JENNIE NEWMAN
Makeup Artist, 

Love That Look Hair & Beauty

LOVE THAT LOOK HAIR & BEAUTY
Freelance makeup artist & hair stylist

Event & Wedding Makeup
Hair Styling

Blow Dry
Hair Extension Installation & Maintenance 

Facials
Brow Shape

Tarporley, CW6 9PR, Cheshire
07980 212841

@love_that_look_
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EVENT FOLLOW UP
CHESHIRE: LET’S BRUNCH
Instagram at The Opera Grill

n the nineteenth of September, The Opera Grill played host to our 
new season showcase in collaboration with Creative Connecting in 
Cheshire. 

The elegant Chester restaurant 
provided the perfect setting for an 
indulgent and informative morning. 
We curated a programme of events 
alongside Creative Connecting to 
guide the audience of women 
entrepreneurs through using social 
media to grow their businesses. 
 
 The morning began with coffee and 
a chance for guests to mingle, before 
all settled down to a welcome from 
Sue France, director of Creative 
Connecting in Cheshire, and Katy 
Webster of Olivia May. The first 
speaker, Kirsty Fletcher, founder of 
lifestyle and decor instagram 
@Greenbank_Interiors, followed 
with a discussion of her experience 
running a successful social media 
business.  
 
 We then treated guests to a showcase 
of the new Autumn/Winter 
collections from our edit of 
international luxury designers. 
Featuring accessories by Tracey 
Telford Designs and makeup by 
Jennifer Louise Newman, our 
experienced stylists provided new 
season inspiration. From cosy 
knitwear courtesy of Mama B and 

Crea Concept, to edgy Rundholz 
looks and romance provided by Les 
Ours and Privatsachen, there was no 
shortage of autumnal flair. New for 
this season, labels NU and Marble 
& Co also made their Olivia May 
debut.  
 
 Natasha Hamilton, formerly of 
Atomic Kitten, shared her journey 
from popstar to skin care specialist 
and owner of the NH Skin Clinic in 
Farndon. Finally, Moments Candles 
Company rejuvenated guests with a 
sumptuous sense experience in 
preparation for a final chance to 
network. 
 
 Here at Olivia May we are proud 
to support women entrepreneurs 
through our events. We are delighted 
that this brunch has given so many 
women the chance to come together 
to indulge and excite their senses and 
minds, and we look forward to 
meeting old and new faces alike in 
our showroom as Autumn unfolds! 

Fancy a trip to the Cheshire Showroom? 
Book an appointment today on Tel: 01829 
751600

O

Model wears: Beatrice B tailored shirt with 
contrast piping in stone 12641 £235, Out of 
Xile velvet jacket in green 13544 £137, velvet 
wide leg trousers in emerald 13516 £179, 
Rundholz Black Label suede ankle boots in 
black 14446 £361, Headpiece by Tracey Telford

Model wears: Beatrice B lace cami top in black 
12621 £129, Xenia Design textured blazer in 
dark blue 14575 £329, textured trousers in 
dark blue 14574 £234, Kennel & Schmenger 
suede boot style heels in schwarz 
Y0T3AMH1X6 £112, Headpiece by Tracey 
Telford

Model wears: Anett Rostel crinkled pouf dress in 
green 12615 £772, Kennel & Schmenger suede 
boot style heels in schwarz Y0T3AMH1X6 
£112, Headpiece by Tracey Telford

Model wears: Les Ours ninon knitted top with 
tie back in jute lin 10349 £84.95, laure jacket 
in tulle 13073 £95, cali maxi skirt in tulle 
13072 £201, Malloni wide leather belt with 
stud fastening in azalea cuoio 10424 £33.95, 
Lofina zip up ankle boots in gasoline fard 
10414 £165.95, Headpiece by Tracey Telford



@oliviamayltd INSTA RECAP

WHAT’S TO COME
CHESHIRE

Literary Lunch |  2nd October 2019 | Larkspur Lodge, Bexton Lane, Knutsford, WA16 9BQ
Rub shoulders with best selling authors Sheryl Browne, thriller fiction writer of ‘The Second Wife’ & novelist and TV presenter Amanda Prowse as they talk all things 

literature over a 2-course lunch. We’ll be showcasing some exclusive new looks for guests to enjoy.

An Evening with Olivia May | Week Commencing 3rd October 2019 | The Barns, Lane End Farm, Kelsall Road, Ashton Hayes, CH3 8BH
Book your own private styling evening at the Cheshire Showroom, from the 3rd October 2019.

Christmas at the Showroom |  5th Decemeber 2019 | The Barns, Lane End Farm, Kelsall Road, Ashton Hayes, CH3 8BH
At the Cheshire Showroom, meet the OM team for personal styling, drinks and nibbles whilst exploring new season collections in collaboration with C.R.Y for

Matthew, Comyn Bruce Catering and Kids Bank.

SHREWSBURY
Christmas Shopping Extravaganza | 4th November 2019 | Albrighton Hall Hotel, Ellesmere Road, Albrighton, Shrewsbury, SY4 3AG

In aid of C.R.Y for Matthew and The Harry Jonson Trust we’ll be holding a pop-up shop for those all important Christmas presents at 
Albrighton Hall Hotel.

MANCHESTER
Manchester Art Fair | 11th - 13th October 2019 | Manchester Central Convention Centre, Manchester, Greater Manchester, M2 3GX

Founded in 2008, Manchester Art Fair is one of the UK’s most ambitious art fairs, selling modern & contemporary paintings, sculpture, photography and editioned 
prints from a selection of UK and international galleries and artists. The Manchester Contemporary takes a uniquely artist-focused approach, inviting the most 

exciting international and UK galleries to participate.

Manchester Christmas Markets | 8th November - 22nd December 2019 | Albert Square, Manchester, Greater Manchester, M2 5PF
Manchester’s award-winning Christmas Markets 2019 return this winter offering mouth-watering international food, drinks and delicately crafted Yuletide gifts in 

the heart of this buzzing city.

OXFORD
Styling Sundays | 2019 | 31 Little Clarendon Street, Oxford, OX1 2HU 

Our Styling Sunday events, offer busy working professionals 1-2 hour appointments and the chance to discover the season’s trends, fabrics and designer showcases 
which are held by our Head Stylist. These book up fast, so if you’re lucky you’ll be able to secure a session with one of our guest stylists to share their knowledge and 

experience on all things fashion and lifestyle! Ask the team for more info. Held once a month. 

Octoberfest | 6th October 2019 | Jericho, Oxford
A jam-packed day full of live music, street food, extended opening hours of shops and exclusive giveaways on the day. 

LONDON
Tim Walker: Wonderful Things Exhibition | Until 8th March 2020 | V&A Museum, Cromwell Road, London, SW7 2RL

Experience the extraordinary creative process of one of the world’s most inventive photographers through his pictures, films, photographic sets, and special 
installations – including ten new series of photographs influenced by the V&A’s collections.
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Want to be featured? Share your 
outfits using #OMstyle

Latest news and events across Olivia May
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DISCOVER THE WORLD OF 

OM LOYALTY
LOVE OUR STYLE AND WANT MORE? JOIN OUR OM MEMBERS COMMUNITY AND 
GET PRIORITY ACCESS TO OUR LATEST NEWS & EVENTS INCLUDING NEW 
COLLECTION DELIVERIES AND A FIRST PICK AT OUR SALE! YOU’LL ALSO BENEFIT 
FROM ADDITIONAL STYLING TIPS & TRICKS FROM OUR EXPERT TEAM OF 
STYLISTS AND AN AMAZING BIRTHDAY GIFT FOR YOU TO ENJOY.

PRIORITY ACCESS
Avoid the rush and disappointment when our 
new season & sales are announced – items sell 
fast! You’ll receive member-only notifications 
1-day early. Make sure your signed up and opted 
in to these marketing emails to ensure we don’t 
miss you.

BIRTHDAY GIFT
Because everyone deserves to be treated on their 
birthday, we send you £15 gift voucher during 
your birthday week to use for up to 12 months. 
Seen something you like? We’d be more than 
happy to assist you with a birthday purchase – 
we often help partners in choosing the perfect 
gift we know you’ll love!

STYLING GUIDES
Handy bite-sized guides with expert styling tips 
& tricks from the fashion industry and our 
expert team that are released every month. 
Check out the OM Trouser Guide and OM 
Skirts Guide for ways to wear this Autumn.

GIFT OF THE MONTH
Thank you to all those ladies who bought over 
this summer - your branded tote bags are on 
the way to you! Look forward to seasonal treats 
including vouchers, makeovers and much more.

MONTHLY COMPETITIONS
We love a social comp and these are now 
running every month! 

As an OM Store Customer you’ll experience:

Light Refreshments - What better way to start your shopping experience

Styling Consulations - We discuss colours, fabrics and shapes that will work for you and your 
personal style. We’ll keep a record of this to make your experience bespoke every time you visit

Personal Shopper - Whatever the occasion, let our styling experts select pieces just for you

OM Lookbook - Delivered direct to your door and free! Usually worth £3.99

OM Newspaper -  Talking all things fashion and lifestyle. Be inspired by our creative 
photography from the Olivia May team

Birthday Treats - A little something from us to you to celebrate your birthday

Competitions & Prize Draws - Be in with a chance to win up to £250 in gift vouchers

Early Bird Invites - You will be the first to receive invites to events

E-Newsletter - Just one e-mail a month bringing you the latest styles, news and events 
including team updates and behind the scenes footage

We stock over 60 designer collections and thousands of products online with a hand picked selection 
in-store. Seen an item online? No problem, simply call us or send an e-mail before your visit and we’ll 

ensure your garment are ready for you to try.

To become a VIP Member, simply shop with us at least 6 times per season or spend over £2000 
per season.

As a VIP Member you will receive:

Exclusive % and money off discounts - Each month 
we’re adding exciting new percentage and money off 
discounts personalised just for you. You’ll find them 
in your e-mails or offered by your styling consultant.

VIP tickets - Get exclusive VIP tickets to OM events. 
With early access to the event, goody bags and the best 

seats in the house.

Open evenings and collection previews - Be the first 
to see our new season collections and have 1 hour early 

access to our open evenings.

Friends and family weekends - Bring a friend or 
family member and let them experience being an OM 

VIP.

To become a VIP Member, simply shop with us at 
least 6 times per season or spend over £2000 per 

season.

SIMPLY REGISTER TO ENJOY:
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IN COLLABORATION WITH

CREATIVE CONNECTING IN CHESHIRE

Sue is passionate about helping women form good business connections, 
holding networking events based around solidarity and sharing. However, these 
events are not full of obtuse business talk as Sue is keen to ensure they are fun 
and friendly, meaning you might find your new best friend instead of a 
business partner!

Her biggest success is her annual Literary Lunch. Now in its seventh year, it 
is extremely popular, giving women encouragement and advice on how to 
achieve their dream of becoming a published author. Featuring international 
best selling author Sheryl Brown.

@france_sue

GREENBANK INTERIORS

Kirsty is fast becoming one of the UK’s most trusted and influential Interior 
Influencers on Instagram. With over 70K engaged Instagram followers, a 
highly regarded interiors focused blog, Kirsty is becoming an extension to 
many a brands marketing team.

Kirsty understands what makes followers tick and works with brands to help 
increase their reach and brand awareness in the Social space.

@greenbank_interiors

MOMENTS CANDLES CO.

After our first meeting, we knew we would be creating our own moments with 
Helen and Sarah!

“Here at Moments Candles Co, we passionately believe in the power of 
the emotional connection between scents and the moments we experience 
throughout life. We have a simple mission to evoke emotions, inspire you to 
cherish the moments you experience and awaken your senses, feelings and 
wellbeing through our 100% natural fragrances for the mind, body and soul.”

@momentscandlesco
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Cheshire Showroom: The Barns Lane End Farm, Kelsall Road, Ashton Hayes, Cheshire, CH3 8BH - Tel: 01829 751600 - Email: ann@oliviamay.org
Oxford Shop: 31 Little Clarendon Street, Oxford, OX1 2HU - Tel: 01865 515336
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